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We thank the reviewer for assessment and for directing us towards several important
future studies that are related to the physical processes analyzed in this manuscript. The
manuscript will be greatly improved by this review. We will revise the manuscript to
address each of these comments. Below are our responses to each comment.

 

This paper uses reanalysis model output (ERA-5) to assess the contribution of atmospheric
rivers (strong advection of water vapor; AR) to melting of ice in the Arctic. The authors
describe two episodes of strong AR events in the Arctic and map the various heat flux
terms associated with each event. They also plot time series of the contribution of various
terms over a span of days centered on those events. A statistical analysis of heat flux
terms over a multiyear period is used to suggest the spatial pattern of association
between AR activity and ice loss.

 

Although the authors do show some correspondence between AR events and ice loss, I got
the impression that these AR events were rare, and that shortwave input was by far the
dominant term in the net heat flux melting ice (as an aside, I assume the shortwave term
refers to input after reflection by the ice, but the authors need to make this explicit). This
is not to say that ARs do not melt ice, and potentially advect it northwards - they authors
clearly implicate this mechanism in their two case studies. What is less apparent is
whether a year with a few strong ARs would necessarily yield less ice than a year without
them. The use of rank correlations, as opposed to standard Pearson’s r, is similarly
unconvincing to this reader.

 

Similarly, the authors suggest at several points in the text that enhanced net downward
longwave radiation is an important contributor to the ice loss - yet the contributions
shown in Figures 1 and 2 are exceedingly small.

 

One of the new results of this paper is that sensible and latent heat fluxes are the
dominant terms in surface energy budget when AR reaches sea ice surface, while net



longwave radiation is moderate, based on ERA5 reanalysis data. In contrast, net
shortwave radiation is reduced due to clouds and precipitation when ARs happen (Figure 1
and Figure 3), and hourly time series of two case studies show that those ARs happen at
midnight when shortwave radiation reaches minimum (Figure 2 and Figure 4). This does
not contradict the fact that shortwave radiation dominates the summertime surface
energy budget over longer timescales than weather. Our results on the surface energy
budget of sea ice are generally consistent with in situ observations (Tjernström et al.,
2015; Tjernström et al., 2019) and coupled atmosphere/ocean/ice models (Stern et al.,
2020) showing the dominant role of turbulent heat fluxes under ARs.

 

We use Spearman’s rank correlation as it is a non-parametric test, not assuming a normal
distribution, and is robust to outliers. The variables (e.g. IWV and ice concentration
tendency in Figure 8a) being considered are in fact not normally distributed and are
characterized by having extreme values. These extreme values are the focus of this study.
Rank correlation assesses monotonic relationships without assuming linear relationships
between variables.

 

The reviewer raises an interesting question of whether a year with a few strong ARs would
necessarily yield less ice than a year without them. This deserves more comprehensive
study in the future. From our perspectives, many factors contribute to the Arctic sea ice
variations. For instance, warm air temperature in the Arctic is likely to be associated with
low sea ice years such as 2020. AR is only one possible mechanism causing the Arctic sea
ice loss in the short term. 

 

In summary: while I appreciate the authors attempt to quantify the contribution of ARs to
melting ice (i.e. this is an important issue), I do not think they have made a convincing
case that such events are big contributors to the ice budget of the Arctic.

 

This paper focuses on how ARs interact with the Arctic sea ice thermodynamically and
dynamically. The results show that when ARs happen they can cause rapid and substantial
sea ice loss on weather timescales. However, the total contribution of all AR events to the
Arctic sea ice budget is another important topic for future research. In order to quantify
the integrated effect of ARs on the Arctic sea ice, we need to consider the frequency and
intensity of ARs. Though individual AR events can have large impacts on sea ice in the
short term, the occurrence of ARs over partial sea ice is rare. For example, for the study
area in the Chukchi Sea, we identify 553 approximate AR events with 20% frequency
(percentage of time of occurrence) when sea ice cover is partial during 1981-2020.
Furthermore, other important factors such as the ocean’s roles need to be considered to
quantify the relative importance of atmospheric conditions related to ARs in the Arctic sea
ice budget possibly using coupled atmosphere/ocean/ice models. The introduction and
conclusions of the manuscript have been revised to incorporate these important
considerations.

 

More detailed comments are as follows:

 



l.16 - "longwave radiation" - not shown to be a big contributor 

The contribution of net longwave radiation is only moderate in the surface energy budget.

 

l.70 - change "estimate of Arctic" to "estimates of the Arctic"

Done.

 

l.71 - change "near Arctic" to "near the Arctic"

Done.

 

l.74 change "2" to "two"

Done.

 

l.79 change "timescales and to" to "timescales to"

Done.

 

l.90 change "2" to "two"

Done.

 

l.110 This important point regarding the relative magnitude of the fluxes (net longwave
being *much* weaker that turbulent flux) needs to reflected in the Abstract, which had
implied that longwave flux was important.

Abstract has been revised accordingly. 

 

l.115 change "important" to "an important"

Done.

 

Figure 2 - need to specify whether GMT or local time is plotted, and whether the dates on
the axis are centered on midnight or noon

It is GMT, and the dates marked on the axis are at midnight. Figure captions are revised
to include time standard.



 

Figure 2c - a plot of wind vectors would be more revealing (would show both direction and
magnitude, illustrating northward winds)

We examine wind direction (not shown) and discuss the key results in the manuscript. In
two case studies, wind direction is northward when the AR happens and turns eastward
after the AR.

 

l.152-153 "moisture and wind are both important in contributing to the strong IVT". This
statement seems rather circular, since the IVT is basically defined as moisture times wind.
Are the authors trying to make the point that the *variance* of the the IVT signal is due
equally to both elements?

This is changed to be  ‘ In summary, simultaneous peaks in moisture and wind speed
cause intense downward turbulent heat fluxes and subsequent rapid sea ice decrease
when the AR arrives on Aug 5, 2012.’

 

l.189 - "southerly" and "westerly"  - for consistency, use "northward" and "eastward", and
is done earlier in the text

Done.

 

l.209 - "moisture content is more important than wind speed in strong downward surface
heat fluxes and raid sea ice decrease" - I don't see this demonstrated in Figure 4; instead,
I see a period of high wind speed associated with a steady loss in sea ice concentration.

We mainly consider the AR event on July 27, 2020, not the cyclone lasting for several
days. This is changed to be ‘For this AR event on July 27, 2020, peaking moisture content,
along with high wind speed, generates peaking downward turbulent heat fluxes.’

 

l.226 - "longwave radiation" - I do not see a strong influence of longwave radiation in the
shaded plots or line graphs. It's contribution appears to be minor.

The contribution of net longwave radiation is moderate in the surface energy budget.

 

Section 3.2.2 - what is the justification for using rank correlations, as opposed to
Pearson's r? The existence of a rank correlation, by itself, does not make a very
convincing case for the importance of a forcing term.

Spearman’s rank correlation is non-parametric (not assuming normal distributions) and is
robust to extreme values. We also tried Pearson’s correlation, which is similar to but
slightly weaker than Spearman’s rank correlation.

 



Figs 8 and 9 - I think it would be far more convincing to show the Pearson's r correlation
of ice loss with northward IVT - has this been attempted?

We explicitly partition moisture and wind components of ARs to have a better
understanding of thermodynamic and dynamic processes for a broader community. Using
IVT in correlation is an important next step in quantifying the relationships between ARs
and sea ice loss.   
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